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Introduction

Welcome from the
Chief Executive
Thank you for reading our Age Concern
Birmingham “Later life guide”.
Age Concern Birmingham is a local charity,
committed to the people and communities
in and surrounding Birmingham. We started
delivering services in 1987 focus on excelling
in meeting the needs of older people and
others in need.
Our Mission:
To enrich the lives of older people and others
in need through a range of services we offer.
Our Vision:
To make a positive difference, adding value to
people’s lives by offering services to promote
wellbeing and independence.

We have tried to cover the main areas we
receive queries about including retirement
planning, finances, care, support for people
living with dementia and some of the sensitive
issues such as funeral planning. We have also
showcased the services and products which
supports independence and later life planning.
I hope that you enjoy reading the guide and
that it is helpful and informative; however we
recognise that a booklet can never take the
place of talking to another person, so please
do get in touch with us if we can help you in
any way.
We look forward to hearing from you,

Our Values
• Everyone Counts
• Caring
• Promote Wellbeing
• Work in partnership
• Innovative
Because we have served older people in
Birmingham for so long, we really understand
their hopes, concerns and fears and what they
need to live happy and fulfilling lives and have
tried to incorporate some of that knowledge
into this guide.
We hope that this guide will help to address
some of the challenges associated with
becoming older, as well as highlighting some
of the opportunities which later life brings.
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Becky Bews
Chief Executive

Age Concern Birmingham
76-78 Boldmere Road
Sutton Coldfield
B73 5TJ

Telephone:
0121 362 3650

Email: info@ageconcernbirmingham.org.uk
www.ageconcernbirmingham.org.uk

Services and Products

Our services
By registering with the Carers Hub you have
access to:
• Information and advice
• Carer assessments
• Training for your caring role
• Wellbeing and relaxation activities
• Events and support groups
• Carers Emergency Response Service
• Grants and resources
• Online resources
Age Concern Birmingham provides a range
of services offering practical help, care and
support to improve the quality of life for
local people through a team of paid staff and
volunteers:

For further information call:
0333 006 9711 (low call rate)
Email: info@birminghamcarershub.org.uk
www.forwardcarers.org.uk

The full range of our services offered can be
found on our website
www.ageconcernbirmingham.org.uk

Hawkesley Community Centre is situated in
Kings Norton and offers a diverse range of
activities, ranging from arts and crafts, martial
arts, stay and play group, youth programme,
community events, advice and information and
carers drop in sessions. There is also spacious
rooms for rent at competitive prices and are
always looking to accommodate new activities.

Information and Support
We offer support to explore how we can help
you directly or services we can sign post you
to, this may be looking at the range of products
and services we offer from stair lifts to wills, to
assistance with welfare entitlements, housing
issues and help in completing forms. We have
built up good links with other organisations
who can assist when we aren’t able to.
For further information or to book an
appointment call 0121 362 3650 or email
info@ageconcernbirmingham.org.uk

Our Community Centres

For further information please call:
0121 399 0122
Email: info@ageconcernbirmingham.org.uk
For a detailed programme of activities currently
taking place please look at our Facebook page
@Hawkesleycommunitycentre.

Birmingham Carers Hub
Age Concern Birmingham delivers the
Birmingham Carers Hub in partnership with
Forward Carers. The Carers Hub is based at
Age Concern Birmingham in Boldmere and
offers appointments and drop ins at venues
across Birmingham.
If you are caring for a family member or friend
please contact us at Birmingham Carers Hub
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Services and Products

Moorfield Community Centre

Car, Travel and Home Insurance

Moorfield Community Centre is situated in
Shard End. There are spacious rooms for hire
on a one off basis or long term at competitive
prices. Facilities include newly refurbished
large hall, small meeting rooms, kitchen and
small garden area.

We work with a local insurer who does a price
comparison to get you a competitive quote.

For further information please call:
0121 270 3311
Email: info@ageconcernbirmingham.org.uk
For a detailed programme of activities currently
taking place please look at our Facebook page
@moorfieldhallcommunitycentre.
Planning for later life:
Legal Services
Working with a firm of solicitors established
in 1853, we offer FREE wills and FREE
will reviews (a donation to Age Concern
Birmingham is suggested), Power of Attorney
and Family Protection Trusts etc. Please see
our article on page 18 to find out more.
Equity Release
We help people to safely release some of the
money tied-up in their property. Our clients use
the cash released for all sorts of things; home
repairs, supporting the grandchildren through
college, buying a new car, holidays, care
costs or just as extra income to make life more
comfortable. We work with an Equity Release
Council approved provider so that people can
never end up in a negative equity situation and
they have a cast-iron guarantee that they can
continue to live in their home for life.
Please contact us for further details.

Stair Lifts
For people who find getting up or down stairs
difficult a stair lift can restore their ability to use
all of their home. We work with a leading British
company providing the best quality stair lifts on
the market for safety and peace of mind.
We are also a stair lift demo centre for Stannah.
Financial Advice
Working in conjunction with highly qualified
advisors (approved by the Society of Later Life
Advisors), we offer financial planning advice to
all age groups, but particularly those coming
up to retirement. Your future won’t take care of
itself without a little expert help and guidance.
Personal Alarms
The ability to summon help just when it’s
needed can be the difference between life and
death. We offer push button pendant alarms,
alarms in a normal wrist watch, falls sensors,
carbon monoxide sensors and other sensors to
ensure the safety of vulnerable individuals.
Funeral Plans
A range of high quality, prepaid funeral plans
with local independent Funeral Directors that
ensure that the final arrangements are in
accordance with the client’s wishes and that
the family are not left with a substantial bill at a
distressing time. All funeral payments are kept
in a separate trust so that there is absolutely
no risk of the monies being unavailable when
required.
If you would like more information,on any of
our products and services then please phone
us on 0121 362 3650
Email: info@ageconcernbirmingham.org.uk
www.ageconcernbirmingham.org.uk
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Active Ageing

Active Ageing
It is incredibly important to remain active and take exercise in later life.

It is incredibly important to remain active
and take exercise in later life.

Exercise doesn’t have to involve gyms and
younger, fit people in leotards.

Older people who don’t do any exercise risk
becoming unable to get up out of the chair,
or unable to get out of bed in the morning;
both of which can lead to being housebound
and becoming isolated.

Keeping active can be as simple as doing the
gardening, walking the dog or going dancing.
It is easy, as we get older to do less physical
activity and give in to the pains and aches that
many older people experience.

Exercise helps your heart to keep strong and
healthy, it keeps muscles toned meaning
that getting out of a chair, getting dressed,
getting out of bed are all possible to do without
help. Even better exercise releases natural
endorphins in the brain. Endorphins make
us feel happy and relaxed; so people who
exercise are less prone to anxiety, depression
and stress.

Age Concern Birmingham understands that
it can be hard to get the initial enthusiasm to
engage in regular physical activity and so we
have a number of Day Centre sessions running
across Birmingham to make it as easy, fun and
sociable as possible.
We run a range of different sessions across
Birmingham each of which provides a friendly
group to undertake a variety of activities with.
The great bonus is the friendships people
make and the laughs they have joining in with
the sessions.
To find out where your nearest centre is
please call us on 0121 362 3650
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Approaching retirement & beyond

Approaching retirement
and beyond
Some people are lucky. They have enough
money saved to have a comfortable later
life; they adjust quickly to retiring from work
and they maintain their health, mobility and a
good circle of friends and family. For many of
us, however, the reality is that a successful
and enjoyable retirement takes a bit of
preparation and planning.
Ideally financial planning for retirement should
start very early - in your 20’s or 30’s; but if
you have left it late, don’t panic, but do get
professional advice. If you have a private
pension, then it is important to get advice on
the best way for you to maximise this nest egg.
These days there is a wide variety of choice
about how your pension can be taken and the
financial decisions you make on retirement
will affect the rest of your life. We would
recommend that you speak to an independent
financial advisor registered with the Society of
Later Life Advisors as they are experts in this
field. Age Concern Birmingham can refer you to
our trusted advisor if you wish.
If you aren’t fortunate enough to have a private
pension waiting for you, then you should still
get advice on maximising your income after
retirement. Here at Age Concern Birmingham
we can give information and support from both
staff and volunteers.
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Important as money is, finances are not the only
consideration when retiring. Most people think
it will be wonderful to not have to go to work,
No early mornings, time to yourself - luxury.
The reality is that after the first few months, the
honeymoon period wears off and boredom sets
in. Without a routine or structure most of us
become bored and feel a bit lost. We miss the
workplace chats and the sense of purpose and
achievement that work can bring.
There are many ways to beat the post work
blues. First consider not stopping work totally.
Many employers these days are keen to retain
the skills, knowledge and experience that
mature workers have and will agree to a phased
retirement where the worker gradually reduces
their days\hours of work over a number of
years. This gradual process provides time to
adjust to retirement and obviously means that
there is still a wage coming in.
Secondly, consider volunteering for a charity.
Almost all charities, including Age Concern
Birmingham, welcome volunteers. With us
volunteers can be involved a wide range of
opportunities: helping in our community café
and information hub, helping in our charity
shop, visiting or telephone befriending people,
helping out at a day-centre or it can be more
business oriented such as becoming a trustee
(governing) of a charity or helping out in the
background in the offices. There are numerous
volunteering opportunities and the good news
is that most people who volunteer get a real
sense of satisfaction and happiness from doing
something beneficial for their local community.

Approaching retirement & beyond
Even if you choose not to volunteer then we
would recommend that you make sure that
you keep in touch with friends and family and
maintain your hobbies, or use the time you have
to take up new ones!

It can all go fine, but do think it through
carefully.

If you are part of a couple, the idea of spending
more time with your other half may seem very
attractive at first, but too much time spent in
each other’s company can lead to “getting
under each other’s feet”. The conversation isn’t
so interesting when you do the same things
and have nothing new to tell your other half and
let’s be honest; no matter how much you love
them, it’s good to have a change of voice every
so often. Make a real effort to stay in touch with
your circle of friends. You’ll have the time now
to put the effort in and to ensure that you get
out and do some fun things together. Hobbies
are a great way of keeping in touch with people
with similar interests and if you don’t have
a hobby at the moment, then take one up.
There’s a whole world of choice out there and
supportive organisations such as the University
of the 3rd Age where you can meet new people,
make friends and enjoy stimulating activities
and discussions.

We have the thriving Communitea Café in
Sutton Coldfield where we run various groups
and activities for people of all ages to get
involved. See more info on page 10.

If you are thinking of retiring abroad or moving
house to be near the children; our advice is to
think long and hard about this first. We know
of many cases where an idyllic life in the sun
abroad has become much less positive when
a partner dies and health problems mean that
care is needed. Even moving within the UK
to be near family can go wrong as you can
never be sure that your grown-up children may
have to move themselves for work and leave
you stranded in a place where you don’t have
friends or roots.

Finally, we would urge you to make the most of
what Age Concern Birmingham has to offer to
help you have a happy retirement.

We help with some of the major financial issues
through our links to reputable independent
financial advisors and an equity release provider
(who can safely help free the money tied up in
your home).
We also offer help with some of later life
problems which hopefully you will not
experience for a long time to come, but if
and when you need us we provide help with
cleaning, shopping, and care. We provide
stair-lifts to help people access upstairs when
climbing the stairs becomes too hard and we
work with trusted trades people to provide
adaptations and installations of adapted
kitchens and bathrooms.
We are here to help in whatever way suits you.
Get in touch with us on:
T. 0121 362 3650
E.info@ageconcernbirmingham.org.uk
www.ageconcernbirmingham.org.uk
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Communitea Café Hub

Our Communitea Café Hub
Our Communitea Café Hub, situated on
Boldmere Road in Sutton Coldfield is just one
of many services offered by Age Concern
Birmingham. Our aim was to set up a friendly,
affordable, accessible high street hub, where
people of all ages can take part in a variety of
supportive, meaningful social activities and
events that are free to attend, that reduce
loneliness and increase social interaction
between different ages, creating a stronger,
friendlier local community. Our café offers a
varied and wide ranging menu of homemade
freshly cooked meals, snacks, cakes, treats
and a selection of soft drinks, teas and barista
quality coffees.
We feel we have successfully achieved our
aim with the overwhelming support of the
community, since first opening in July 2017
the café has gone from strength to strength
and the range of activities, groups and support
on offer has increased based on the ideas
from the community and interest from other
organisations in running groups.
We offer a wide range of groups which can
change on a monthly basis. Each month we
develop a timetable of what’s on, examples
include activities and groups for carers,
veterans, parent and child, story time, yoga,
board games, tinnitus support, knitting, sewing,
IT, arts and crafts; support from Parkinson’s
UK, Birmingham Carers Hub, Deafblind UK, we
really do try and involve everyone.

Communitea works with a local colleges to offer
placements to young adults with additional
needs. The café offers real life work experience
and the results have been fantastic. Their Work
Placement Coordinator quotes “I have noticed
a huge change in the students, their confidence
has grown immensely and they have matured
greatly in the time they have been with you.
They are happy and excited to be going out
into the world of work, gaining the necessary
experience that will hopefully assist them to
progress into successful employment in their
chosen career”. We have been able to offer
employment opportunities and continue to
support the young people after their placement
has ended which has been seen as the real
success by us.
The ethos of the café is to provide healthy
affordable food for all and more recently
the café has been developing a community
allotment which provides vegetables and fruit
for our Sunday lunches.
The café is fully accessible and dog friendly
which has been welcomed as people have pets
for company and find they cannot socialise in
cafes, but here at Communitea we welcome our
four legged friends. Oscar and Harvey (L-R) are
regular customers at the café and have become
the best of friends.
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Care at Home

I’m having difficulty with everyday
tasks, what help can I get?
The answer depends on how much help you
need. As we get older we often find more
difficulty in doing the everyday things we used
to take for granted. Putting on and pulling
up socks for example can be a real struggle.
Lifting a full kettle can not only be difficult, but
dangerous too. Rather than struggling on or
even worse, just giving up, there are alternative
options.
Daily Living Aids
Age Concern Birmingham have launched an
Independent Living Shop with a range of daily
living aids, to provide access to an variety of
stylish yet practical tools and aids to help you
stay active and independent.
The range contains all sorts of items designed
to improve mobility and compensate where
strength or grip is impaired.
On the mobility side for example, we have
height adjustable walking sticks and grab rails
which we can arrange to have fitted in your
home by our Community Handyperson.
With the right aids and equipment many of
the everyday actions that most of us take for
granted can be made easier; for example,
eating, drinking or dressing.
We also stock a wide range of purpose
designed products which can improve the
quality of life and prolong independence for
people living with dementia.
Becoming a bit forgetful can be a normal part
of the ageing process but memory loss is also
a symptom of dementia. However, products are
available to help overcome the problems that
forgetfulness can cause, such as failing to take
medication or forgetting to go to appointments
because of confusion over which day it is. To
ensure your loved ones safety we are also able
to fit key safes which means those people given
the access code (e.g. carers, family and friends)
can gain entry but everyone else is kept out.

dementia. We can provide purpose designed
plates or cups to reduce spillage and make
mealtimes a more pleasurable and more
dignified experience.
To see the full range please visit us at Age
Concern Birmingham, 76-78 Boldmere Road,
B73 5TJ or call us on 0121 362 3650 and we
can talk with you about your particular needs.
Jubilee Citizens UK is a registered local charity
working in partnership with Age Concern
Birmingham to provide quality registered care
and support, including domestic support within
the home.
Whether you are receiving support from
the local authority to pay for care or paying
privately for care Jubilee Citizens can be your
chosen provider.
You may be eligible for a care budget from your
local authority and an assessment is simply a
discussion between yourself and a social work
professional that will help understand what help
and support you might need coping with life on
a day to day basis and living independently in
your own home.
The assessment will also help you to
understand what you can do for yourself and
will inform you of what support is available
to you in your local community and services
like Jubilee Citizens UK and Age Concern
Birmingham.
If you have care needs you can request an
assessment for yourself, or someone you care
for, and as a professional you can also make a
referral for another person by contacting your
local authority.
If you are struggling with daily tasks to remain
independent within your home and would like
to explore care and support from a trustworthy
provider please contact us.

Eating and drinking properly is also essential
but eating habits and ability can change with
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Care at Home
The first stage is always an assessment of your
care and support needs. A needs assessment is
simply a discussion about what you are having
difficulty with and how you would like care or
support to overcome the issues you face. If you
have a Carer you can invite them to participate
in the assessment. You can also ask a family
member or friend to help and represent you or
you can ask social care to find you someone
independent to represent you.
Helping You at Home Service
If you are looking for support in the home to
help you remain independent and give you
peace of mind we can help. Our service is
flexible and can be adapted to support your
needs.
A member of our team will be placed as your
wellbeing worker to provide you with the
assistance agreed in your support plan. All staff
are Disclosure and Barring Service checked
(DBS) and trained to help you or your loved one
remain independent in the home.

Wellbeing Support Services
This is a range of support in the form of
domestic, shopping, cooking services,
companionship and sitting services, including
an escort service to appointments.
With your agreement we can offer regular
updates to family living at a distance or away
on holiday.
We can also support hospital to home where a
member of our team can help you back to life
at home after a stay in hospital.
The service is flexible to your changing needs.
Personal Care Service
We are registered with the Care Quality
Commission and offer individually tailored high
quality person centred care and support. Our
wellbeing team are trained and supported so
you can be confident you are in good hands.
To find out more about our services call us on:
T. 0121 362 3664 or
Email info@jubileecitizens.org.uk
Sonia a member of the team at Jubilee
Citizens UK:

Community Handyperson
Service
When DIY isn’t an option,
we are here to help
Our community handyperson service
gives you peace of mind offering a reliable
and trustworthy service from changing
light bulbs, putting up shelves to
assembling, fixing and mending items
around the home.
We can help you to keep your home safe
and secure by adding grab rails, keysafes
and other small home adaptations.

Whatever your job just give us a call
Costs? Initial hour £30 then £25 per hour

Call us on 0121 362 3650
Service supported by:
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“Working for Jubilee Citizens has allowed me
to make a positive impact on people’s lives.
That is why I love to do what I do. To make
that difference by helping someone to do
things that they struggle with or are unable to
do themselves. Striking a balance between
assistance and independence is key to the
role. It is important to provide an environment
whereby a person feels they are independent
whilst having the assurance that I will be there
to assist if needed. For many of the people I
support loneliness is their biggest worry so
being able to give companionship is very
rewarding.”
Vacancies
Are you looking to make a difference to the
lives of older people? If you’ve enjoyed reading
Sonia’s story and think this sounds like a
perfect day for you, then please contact us for
further details of current opportunities.
T. 0121 362 3664 or
Email: info@jubileecitizens.org.uk

Dementia Day Care

Do you care for an older family
member, partner or friend
with Dementia or in need of support?
Caring for an older relative or friend can
be demanding. Age Concern Birmingham
understands that there are occasions when you
need time for yourself, not just to deal with the
important matters in life but simply for some
‘time out’.
To facilitate respite for carers we operate four
Day Care Services at centres in Mere Green
in Sutton Coldfield, Hall Green, Harborne
and Shard End for those who are living with
Dementia or have care and support needs.
Our Centres offer personalised wellbeing
services, recreational and social activities in a
stimulating and therapeutic environment.
We offer personalised support and work
according to the needs and wishes of the
individuals at each centre with a focus around
encouraging independence, developing lost
skills and new ones and reducing isolation.

We provide tasty and nutritionally balanced
meals.
Our staff are fully trained, supportive and
caring.
All centres provide transport to and from the
centre where required with the support of a
trained Age Concern Birmingham escort.
For further information and locations of our
Day Care Centres
Tel: 0121 362 3650 or email
dementiacare@ageconcernbirmingham.org.uk
www.ageconcernbirmingham.org.uk
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Living with Dementia

Living with Dementia – facts,
symptoms and support
Dementia describes different brain disorders
that trigger a loss of brain function. These
conditions are all usually progressive and
eventually severe.

Types of dementia

• 225,000 will develop dementia this year, that’s
one every three minutes.

Alzheimer’s disease is the most common form
of dementia. The proportions of those with
different forms of dementia can be broken
down as follows:
Alzheimer’s disease		
62%
Vascular dementia		
17%
Mixed dementia		
10%
Lewy-body dementia
4%
Frontotemporal dementia 2%
Parkinson’s dementia
2%
Other				3%

• 1 in 6 people over the age of 80 have 			
dementia

Symptoms of the different types of dementia
Alzheimer’s disease

• 70 per cent of people in care homes have 		
dementia or severe memory problems

Typical early symptoms may include:

The number of people with dementia is steadily
increasing. The Alzheimer’s Society research
shows:
• There are 850,000 people with dementia 		
in the UK, with numbers set to rise to over 		
1 million by 2025. This will soar to 2 million by
2051

• There are over 40,000 people under 65 with 		
dementia in the UK
• More than 25,000 people from black, Asian 		
and minority ethnic groups in the UK are 		
affected

• Regularly forgetting recent events, names 		
and faces
• Becoming increasingly repetitive, e.g. 			
repeating questions after a very short interval
• Regularly misplacing items or putting them in
odd places
• Getting confused about the date or time of 		
day
• Being unsure of where you are or getting 		
lost, especially in unfamiliar places
• Having problems finding the right words
• Having mood or behaviour problems such as
loss of interest in daily activity, becoming 		
easily upset or annoyed or losing confidence
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Living with Dementia

Vascular dementia
This can have symptoms similar to Alzheimer’s
and other forms of dementia. Other symptoms
may include:
• Thinking skills – taking more time to process
information and having problems with 		
attention, planning and reasoning
• Personality changes – these may include 		
depression and apathy (becoming less 		
interested in things). People may also 		
become more emotional
• Movement problems – difficulty walking or 		
changes in the way a person walks
• Bladder problems – frequent urge to urinate 		
or other bladder symptoms. This can be 		
common in older age, but can be a feature 		
of vascular dementia when seen with other 		
symptoms
Dementia with Lewy bodies
This can cause common dementia symptoms,
but there are also some more specific
symptoms associated with the disease:
• Alertness - changes in alertness, attention 		
and confusion, which may be unpredictable 		
and change from hour-to-hour or day-to-day
• Movement problems - Parkinson’s disease-		
type symptoms such as slowed movements,
muscle stiffness and tremors
• Visual hallucinations - seeing things that are 		
not really there, e.g. people or animals. These
often happen repeatedly and are realistic and
well-formed
• Sleep disturbances - acting out dreams or 		
shouting out while sleeping which can disrupt
sleep and potentially cause injury

• Lack of social awareness - this might include
making inappropriate jokes or showing a lack
of tact
• Diet - changes in food preference, over-		
eating or over-drinking
• Behaviour changes - may become more 		
aggressive, develop unusual beliefs, interests
or obsessions
• Decision making - difficulty with simple plans
and decisions
• Language - decline in language abilities. 		
This might include difficulty getting words 		
out or understanding them. People may 		
repeat commonly used words and phrases, 		
or forget the meaning of words
• Recognition - difficulty recognising people or
knowing what objects are for.
• Movement problems - this can include stiff 		
or twitching muscles, muscle weakness and 		
difficulty swallowing.
There are many other reasons why people
become forgetful, not just dementia. Some
medicines and drugs can affect memory.
Depression, anxiety, vitamin deficiency and
thyroid problems can also cause forgetfulness,
so it’s important to see your GP if you or
your family and friends are worried about
any changes in memory, general mental
functioning, ability to carry out daily tasks,
personality or behaviour.
Your GP will be able to either reassure you or, if
necessary, refer to a specialist. Early diagnosis
of dementia is important to allow access to the
right help and treatments and to plan for the
future.

• Stability - fainting, unsteadiness and falls
Frontotemporal dementia (FTD)
The early symptoms of FTD vary from person to
person. Symptoms may include:
• Personality changes - this may include a 		
change in how people express their feelings 		
towards others or a lack of understanding of 		
other people’s feelings.
• Lack of personal awareness - people may 		
fail to maintain their normal level of personal 		
hygiene and grooming
15

Funeral Plans

Changing the tune at UK funerals
Modern funerals are becoming less about long-followed traditions and more about
individual tastes.
The traditional sombre service - sorrowful
mourners shrouded in black listening to
weighty readings - is becoming less and
less common. And as social conventions
surrounding funerals relax, one of the biggest
changes has been the range of music now
heard at services.
Not so long ago, the only music played at a
funeral would have been familiar hymns or
organ music.
Traditional musical choices still hold a
strong place in today’s funeral services –
‘The Lord is my shepherd’ and ‘Abide with
me’ are very popular hymns and Elgar’s
‘Nimrod’ is a classical favourite. However,
the focus of funerals is shifting from the sad
acknowledgment of a loved one’s passing to
the more joyful celebration of a life well lived.
This has resulted in the musical tastes of the
deceased coming to play an increasing part in
modern funerals, especially at the beginning
and at the end of services.
A 2015 BBC report on ‘Happy Funerals’ says
that rather than looking to the afterlife, British
funerals are increasingly about rejoicing
in memories of the departed’s ‘triumphs,
relationships and their favourite songs’.
Notable recent examples are actress Lynda
Bellingham’s “all-singing, all-dancing kneesup” funeral; the appearance of the New York
City Gay Men’s Chorus at Joan Rivers’ funeral;
and 200 mourners singing along to the Sid

Vicious version of ‘My Way’ at Sex Pistol
Manager Malcolm McLaren’s send off.
As with everything about life (and death) tastes
vary; but musical tastes at funerals range from
the 100-year old Vera Lyn singing ‘We’ll meet
again”, to AC/DC belting out ‘Highway to hell”.
Personal music selections, however quirky,
can help friends and family remember the
deceased for who they were and to celebrate
their personality and life.
As funerals become less formal affairs, and the
individual interests of the deceased take centre
stage, people planning their own funerals
are leaving behind personal playlist CDs and
funeral directors are increasingly tailoring their
services to provide a truly personalised “send
off”.
Top 10 Funeral Songs
10. Last of the Summer Wine theme tune
9. My Heart Will Go On by Celine Dion
8. Canon in D by Pachelbel
7. Soul Limbo by Booker T. & the MG’s
6. You’ll Never Walk Alone by Gerry and the 		
Pacemakers
5. Enigma Variations - Nimrod by Edward 		
Elgar
4. Angels by Robbie Williams
3. My Way by Frank Sinatra
2. Match of the Day theme tune
1. Always Look on the Bright Side of Life by 		
Eric Idle
Advance planning
Age Concern Birmingham provide a range of
pre-paid funeral plans through a network of
over 3,000 independent funeral directors who
will work hard to accommodate your musical
and other requests, whatever they may be.
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We encourage people to take out a funeral
plan as it makes good financial sense as well
as saving your family stress at a difficult time.
According to SunLife’s 2016 “Cost of Dying”
report, the overall cost of dying – which includes
costs such as probate, headstones and flowers
in addition to the basic cost of a funeral – has
risen by 8.3%, a far sharper rise than the cost of
living.
The average cost of a basic funeral in 2016 had
increased by 5.5% to £3,897 which is more
than twice as much as it was when SunLife first
started tracking funeral prices in 2004.
Whilst it is entirely understandable that many
people don’t like to think about their funeral
and what will happen when they’re no longer
here, there are simple ways to plan ahead which
can save you and your family both worry and
expense.
A pre-paid funeral plan is a safe, simple way
to help make things easier for loved ones at a
difficult time, and protect your family from rising
funeral costs. A pre-paid funeral plan freezes the
cost of the funeral director’s services included in
the plan at today’s prices. In addition to gaining
peace of mind over finances , a funeral plan
also gives you more control over your funeral
arrangements so you know you’re getting the
funeral you want.
41% of people don’t know if their loved ones
want to be buried or cremated, and only one in
seven know what type of coffin to choose. This
uncertainty can cause loved ones unnecessary
stress as they will, of course, want to make the
correct choices for you.
With a funeral plan, when the time comes, one
call to the funeral director activates the plan and
the wishes that were stated will be carried out.
This means the family aren’t left with any difficult
decisions to make, allowing them to concentrate
on supporting one another.
For further information on our pre-paid
funeral plans please call us on
T. 0121 362 3650 or email
info@ageconcernbirmingham.org.uk
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Two of the most important things
you should ever do
Every adult should have a Power of Attorney (POA) just in case it is needed. It’s like
insurance for your house in that you hope you never need it but you will be glad that you took
it out if the worst happens. And none of us knows what is around the corner!
Certainly everyone over 50 should have a
POA. In England we need two POAs, one for
our assets (house and money) and one for our
welfare. The Financial POA enables the person
you appoint to take care of your financial affairs
if, at some point, you lack the capacity to do this
for yourself. The Welfare POA allows the person
you appoint as your attorney to make decisions
about anything to do with your health and
personal welfare.

Without a POA, if you lose capacity, someone
will need to apply to the Court of Protection for
a Deputyship. This is expensive and takes time
and involves the person who agrees to be your
Deputy in a lot of paperwork and responsibility.
If you don’t have children, it’s even more
important to appoint an attorney via a POA as
more distant relatives will usually be reluctant to
embark on a Court Procedure for a Deputyship
or Guardianship.

This includes decisions about:

Age Concern Birmingham works with McClure
Solicitors to provide local people with a Power
of Attorney. McClure have seen many examples
of families having to pay thousands of pounds
in legal fees and disbursements which a POA
would have avoided. Sadly they have also
come across examples of elderly or disabled
clients being taken advantage of and harassed
by relatives when there wasn’t a POA in place to
protect them.

• medical treatment
• where you’re cared for
• the type of care you receive
• day-to-day things like your diet, how you 		
dress and your daily routine
It is vitally important that you appoint someone
who knows you well and whom you trust
completely as your attorney as they will make
decisions on your behalf. You can, however, list
any instructions that your attorney must follow,
or any preferences that you’d like them to take
into account when making decisions on your
behalf. Any decision your attorney makes must
be made in your best interests.
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So why take the risk?
The good news is that through Age Concern
Birmingham (based on Nov 2019 costs),
McClure will prepare your POA for just £199
instead of their usual fee of £360 and they’ll
include the Welfare Lasting Power of Attorney
free of charge.

Legal Services

McClure also let you decide whether and when
to register the POAs which can save you up to
£328 in disbursements. There are many good
reasons for having a POA and no good reason
not to. You can change your POA or cancel it at
any time.
Where there’s a Will
We understand that planning and making a Will
may feel uncomfortable, however, it is important
in protecting the interests of loved ones and
requires careful thought. Many people wait until
health problems prompt them to write a Will
although the stress they are experiencing could
cloud their judgment so it is wise to take that
step as soon as possible. Getting your affairs
in order means there is one less thing to think
about. With no Will it will usually take longer and
cost more to wind up your estate.
In your Will, you should set out who you want to
benefit from your estate, who is going to carry
out your wishes after your death (your executor)
and any other wishes you may have.
Although it is possible to draw up your own Will,
we strongly advise you appoint someone who
is professionally qualified and who can draw up
your Will in a legally binding way.
We work with McClure Solicitors who
prepare Wills free of charge; all we ask is
that you consider a donation to Age Concern
Birmingham. There are no age restrictions and
appointments are allocated on a first come first
served basis. McClure even offer home visits
if you are unable to get to their local offices in
Birmingham.

More good news lies in the fact that McClure
don’t provide ordinary Wills, they produce estate
planning Wills. An ordinary Will only sets out
who is to get your estate when you die and who
is to administer it. However, that’s only Step 1.
In addition, McClure will discuss with you what
effect the inheritance will have on your children
or other beneficiaries. This often means that a
Will is not enough. You might need a Trust as
well. This could be a Trust in your Will or, better
still, a separate Lifetime Trust. That’s Step 2.
Lastly, they consider with you where your estate
is likely to go next, e.g. you might leave your
estate to a son who then gets divorced and
then part of your estate goes outside your blood
relatives. This is avoidable if you get the right
advice.
If you already have a Will, well done you, but is
it correct and up to date? Research shows that
1 in 4 Wills are defective in some way. McClure
carry out free safety checks and if necessary will
update or correct your will for free too.
Just as a reminder, if you kindly decide to
leave a legacy gift in your will to Age Concern
Birmingham, then to make sure that your gift
goes where you intended please ensure you use
our full name, Age Concern Birmingham and the
registered charity number 518610.
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Planning for your
future care needs
There may be times in your life when you think about the consequences of
becoming seriously ill or disabled.
This may be at a time of ill health or as a result of a life-changing event. It may
simply be because you are the sort of person who likes to plan ahead.
You may want to take the opportunity to think about what living with a serious
illness might mean to you, your partner or your relatives, particularly if you
become unable to make decisions for yourself. You may wish to record what your
preferences and wishes for future care and treatment might be.
The costs of long-term care
Care has never been free and everyone should
think about the care they might need in the
future. The long-term costs of care can be
significant, and while none of us like to think
that we will become old, ill or disabled, it does
happen.
Just like your pension, it is never too early
to start thinking and planning your care and
support needs and their costs.
Even if you’re generally fit and healthy and
of working age, don’t ignore your future
care. If you’re making long-term financial
arrangements, you may want to take into
account the potential costs of your future care
needs.

The Care Act 2014 creates new provisions
that will come into force from April 2020. It will
introduce a “cap on care costs” that, for the
first time ever, will offer you protection from the
risk of losing everything you have to meet your
care costs.
It does this by setting a maximum amount that
you will have to pay towards your eligible care
needs. This amount will be set nationally, but
if you are eligible for local authority support
to meet your costs, you will pay much less.
Once you reach the cap, your local authority
will take over meeting the cost. However, this
only applies directly to care services you are
eligible for, and you will still have to pay other
costs such as a contribution towards your
accommodation.
Alongside this, the point at which you may
be eligible for financial help from your local
authority with your care costs is being
extended. Currently, if you have more than
£23,250 in assets, such as your home or
savings, you will need to meet the full cost of
your care. From April 2020 this will increase so
that more people benefit from financial help.
How your local authority can help with
planning your care
The Care Act 2014 makes clear that local
authorities must provide or arrange services
that help to prevent people developing
care and support needs, or delay people
deteriorating to the point where they would
need ongoing care and support.
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Even if you don’t want or need financial
assistance with your care, your local authority
can still help you plan your care, so it is worth
contacting the adult social services of your
local council to find out the options available to
you and your family.
Local authorities must work with people in their
areas to provide or arrange services that help
to keep people well and independent. This
should include identifying the local support
and resources already available, and helping
people to access them. They should make
clear:
• what types of care and support are 			
available – such as specialised dementia 		
care, befriending services, reablement 		
(short-term care time, for example, to 			
get someone safe, happy and able 			
to live independently in their home after they
have been discharged from hospital), 			
personal assistance and residential care

Financial planning for future care needs
Local authorities have to help people get
independent financial advice, to enable
planning and preparation for future care costs.
This encompasses a range of services from
generic sources of information and advice,
such as websites or helplines, to tailored
advice relating to specific financial products,
which can only be provided by a regulated
financial advisor. Some of these services may
charge a fee.
The Money Advice Service website has tips
on planning ahead for a time when you can’t
manage your own finances.
www.moneyadviceservice.org.uk

• the range of care and support services 		
available to local people – in other 			
words, what local providers offer certain 		
types of services
• what process local people need to use to get
care and support that is available
• where local people can find independent 		
financial advice about care and support and 		
help them to access it
• how people can raise concerns about the 		
safety or wellbeing of someone who has care
and support needs
If you think you need care now, or in the very
near future, the best way to plan your care and
find out about your care needs is to ask your
local authority for an assessment.
The sooner you ask for an assessment, the
sooner that plans for your care can be made.
These plans should include what should be
done in the event of an emergency.
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Making decisions about your future care
needs and wishes
If you are nearing retirement age, it’s important
that you take account of your likely care needs
and plan accordingly. You may wish to consider
setting up a Power of Attorney or an advanced
decision (living will).
These will help people to take account of your
preferences if you lose the capacity to make
decisions. You will also want to ensure that you
have thought about how you might pay for the
care you need.
Many of us will put off planning for care and
support arrangements until the last possible
moment. Having an urgent need for care and
support after a crisis may mean that we and our
families feel pressured into making decisions
quickly.
Under such pressure, asking the right
questions, thinking and planning for your future
needs – including options for meeting the cost
of care – are vital. It is important that you seek
good advice on these subjects so that you can
consider your best short-term and long-term
options.
There are several factors to consider when
planning social care. These include:
• the type of condition you have, and the best 		
ways for you to stay healthy and independent
• the type of care you would prefer, and 		
whether it would meet your needs
• where you would like to be cared for – in 		
your own home, in a residential care setting 		
such as a care home, or in the community 		
while you are living at home
• how much your care is likely to cost and 		
whether you may be entitled to free care or 		
financial help
• who you want to care for you, and whether, 		
if you want friends or family to be your 		
carers, they are able and willing to do so
You will need to weigh up the pros and cons of
each care option against these factors.
For more information read, “Choosing Care
Services” (page 26).
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If you have a specific condition,
you may want to get in touch
with a national organisation
that supports people with this
condition. Your GP surgery
should have information
on the relevant groups and
organisations.
One of the common decisions people are faced
with is whether they should sell their home to
pay for their care.
If you are thinking about moving into a
residential care home and are worried
about meeting the costs, ask your council
for information about a “deferred payment
agreement”. This is an arrangement whereby
the person agrees, with their local authority, to
pay some of their care fees at a later date. This
means they should not be forced to sell their
home during their lifetime to pay for their care.
A person or their estate usually repays the
local authority from the sale of their property
at a later date. The Care Act 2014 introduces
rules that mean councils have to offer deferred
payments to people.
Independent advice on planning your care
If you are making plans for your future care –
at whatever stage – it is worth getting advice.
You may want to get specific care advice from
a charity, general advice from Citizens Advice
or specialist legal, financial or welfare rights
advice. If you have difficulty communicating
or exerting your rights, you may want to have
an advocate to deal with these issues on your
behalf. Your local authority social services
department should have information about
organisations in your area that help people
who have social care needs. They may offer an
advocacy service.
If you have a specific condition, you may want
to get in touch with a national organisation
that supports people with this condition. Your
GP surgery should have information on the
relevant groups and organisations.

Are you a carer?

Are you a Carer?
Carers’ assessments
What to do when you first become a carer
If you provide care and support to an adult
friend or family member, you may be eligible for
support from your local council.
This support could include being offered
money to pay for things that make caring
easier. Or the local council might offer practical
support, such as arranging for someone to step
in when you need a short break. It could also
put you in touch with local support groups so
you have people to talk to.
The Care Act 2014 makes carer’s assessments
more widely available to people in caring roles.
Local councils now have a legal duty to assess
any carer who requests one or who appears to
need support.
If you are a carer and you need some support,
get in touch with the council or the service
provider in the covering the area where the
person you care for lives. The council will be
able to give you information and advice about
how the assessment will work. For Birmingham
the contact details are at Birmingham
Carers Hub, telephone 03330069711, info@
birminghamcarershub.org.uk
A carer’s assessment is a discussion between
you and a trained person either from the
council or another organisation that the council
works.

Eligibility for care and support services
A carer’s assessment looks at the different
ways caring affects your life, and works out
how you can carry on doing the things that
are important to you and your family. It covers
your caring role, your feelings about caring,
your physical, mental and emotional health,
and how caring affects your work, leisure,
education, wider family and relationships.
Your physical, mental and emotional wellbeing
should be at the heart of this assessment.
This means that you can tell the assessor how
caring for someone is affecting your life and
what you want to be able to do in your day-today life.
When the assessment is complete, the local
council will decide whether your needs are
“eligible” for support from them. After the
assessment, your council will write to you
about their decision and give you reasons to
explain what they have decided.
If you have eligible needs, your council will
contact you to discuss what help might be
available. This will be based on the information
you gave them during your assessment.
If you do not have needs that are eligible, your
council will give you information and advice,
including what local care and support is
available. This could include, for example, help
from local voluntary organisations.

The assessment will consider the impact
the care and support you provide is having
on your own wellbeing, as well as important
aspects of the rest of your life, including the
things you want to achieve day-to-day. It must
also consider other important issues, such
as whether you are able or willing to carry on
caring, whether you work or want to work, and
whether you want to study or do more socially.
The assessment could be done face-to-face,
over the telephone or online.
The council will use the assessment to identify
your support needs, and to discuss how these
could be met. This might mean that the council
or provider will give you help or put you in
touch with other organisations, such as local
charities, that you can talk to.
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Before your carer’s assessment
If you have arranged to have a carer’s
assessment of your needs, give yourself plenty
of time to think about your role as a carer and
note your thoughts down. You might consider:
• whether you want to continue being a carer
• if you were prepared to continue, what 			
changes would make your life easier
• if there is any risk that you will not be able to 		
continue as a carer without support
• whether you have any physical or mental 		
health problems, including stress or 			
depression, which make your role as a carer 		
more difficult
• whether being a carer affects your 			
relationships with other people, including 		
family and friends
• if you are in paid work, whether being a carer 		
causes problems at your work (such as often 		
being late)
• if you like more time to yourself so that you 		
can have a rest or enjoy some leisure activity
• if you like to do some training, voluntary work 		
or paid work
Your decision to be a carer
When your carer’s assessment is done, no
assumptions should be made about your
willingness to be a carer. This can be a very
sensitive area, because many of us feel that we
have a duty to those we care for. We sometimes
rule out other options because we feel we have
no choice. You have the right to choose:

It is vital that it considers whether the role of a
carer is affecting your health or safety.
Carers sometimes take on physical tasks, such
as lifting and carrying, which can cause longterm health problems. Others can find that the
stress of the role can lead to depression or other
mental health problems. In some cases, safety
can be an issue; for instance, because of the
behaviour of the person they look after.
During your assessment, explain any mental or
physical health problems you are experiencing.
Social services will consider all aspects of your
health and safety, including caring tasks that
might put your health or wellbeing at risk.
Some of the things you might need help with
include:
• support to ensure you’re able to attend any 		
medical appointments
• support if you need to go into hospital for an 		
operation (including recovery after surgery) 		
that you might have been putting off because 		
of your caring commitment.
• training for you, such as safely lifting
A carer’s assessment should also look at your
own interests and commitments to see if and
how they are disrupted by your role as a carer.
If they are disrupted, a social worker could
discuss with you whether some support could
improve matters for you.
The assessment should look at:
• marriage or other such relationships
• friendships and community role

• whether to be a carer at all

• paid employment or voluntary work

• how much care you are willing to provide

• interests, sport, leisure and hobbies

• the type of care you are willing to provide

• time for yourself

There may be some parts of the role that you
find more difficult than others.

One of the most important parts of your carer’s
assessment will be a discussion about your
wishes concerning paid work, training or leisure
activities.

Take a step back and think about your role as a
carer. This can be useful in the discussion you
have during a carer’s assessment. You may wish
to ask in advance for the assessment to happen
in private, so that you can speak freely.
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The local council must consider the support
you may need if you want to stay in your paid
job or return to paid work. They must also
consider the support you may need if you want
to continue or start studying or training.
During and after a carer’s assessment
If you are looking after someone, the local
council will consider a broad range of issues
that can affect your ability to provide care as
part of their assessment of your needs.
When assessing your needs, social services
must consider whether your role as a carer
is sustainable. The assessment is about your
needs and therefore you should:
• have a reasonably detailed discussion about
all the matters relevant to you
• have the assessment in private if you want to,
at a convenient time and place for you
• get relevant information, including about 		
welfare benefits you could claim and details 		
of other services
• have a chance to identify the outcomes that
you want; any services should be 			
appropriate for you and meet your needs
• be given flexibility and innovation in 			
identifying services that may meet your 		
needs
• have an opportunity to give feedback about 		
the assessment
• be told about any charges before services 		
are arranged

Your support plan should consider whether
your situation is likely to change, but you may
want to contact social services and ask them to
reassess you if this happens.
Carer's assessments and hospital discharge
You might have a carer's assessment or a
review of your support plan if the person you
care for has been in hospital and is being
discharged.
Carer's assessments and NHS
continuing care
As well as care and support organised by
the council, some people are also eligible to
receive help from the NHS. This help may
be a nursing service for people who are ill
or recovering at home after leaving hospital.
It could include things like changing the
dressings on wounds or giving medication.
If you are eligible for this kind of help, a health
professional such as your GP or community
nurse should be able to tell you.
In exceptional circumstances, where an
adult has a complex medical condition and
substantial ongoing care needs, the NHS
provides a service called NHS continuing
healthcare. NHS continuing healthcare
provides care and support in a person’s home,
care home or hospice.

Support planning for carers
After your assessment, you and the local
council will agree a support plan, which sets
out how your needs will be met. This might
include help with housework, buying a laptop
to keep in touch with family and friends, or
becoming a member of a gym so you can look
after their own health.
It may be that the best way to meet a carer’s
needs is to provide care and support directly to
the person that they care for, for example, by
providing replacement care to allow the carer
to take a break. It is possible to do this as long
as the person needing care agrees.
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Choosing care
services
Choosing your care services can be a daunting prospect.
There are many care options available, but which kind of support is right for you?
Think about what you get most out of in life.
You may have particular interests that you want
to keep up, or you may simply want to spend
time with your family or friends. You may have a
job that you want to keep on doing, or a social
activity, sport, religion or a political group that
you want to keep up with.
Your social care support should – as much as
possible – help you to continue to do these
things, and may help you find new things to do.
When choosing the type of care, you also need
to think about:
• location
• services
• standards and quality
• price
Location of your care
Your own home is often the best place for you
to get care services. At home is where you
may have family and friends and you’ll be in a
familiar and hopefully safe environment.
You may want to get help at home, perhaps
through having home help come in to help you
with daily tasks.
To stay independently at home, you may
need to have care services in the form of
adaptations to your home (to help with mobility,
for example) or perhaps just equipment to help
you out.
However, your home may not always be the
best environment if you have care needs. It
may not be safe for you, particularly if you do
not have a friend or relative around to help (if
you live in an isolated rural area, for example).
Or you may have particular needs that cannot
be easily met in your home.
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If you do need to move out of your home
for care reasons, there is a variety of
accommodation options that you may want
to consider. These include sheltered housing,
extra care housing and residential care homes
or nursing homes.
If you are thinking about moving, it’s worth
considering whether it is best to stay in the
area you are in now, which you will be familiar
with, or whether you should move elsewhere
to be nearer family or friends. You may also
want to think about the location from a practical
perspective (whether it’s on a bus route, for
example) or for more personal reasons (such
as whether you like the surroundings).
The kinds of care services on offer
If you are choosing a care service – particularly
if it’s an ongoing service such as home care
or a place in a care home, you should think
about the particular things you want from the
service (this will often be referred to as your
“outcomes”).
Use the services search to find out about
the location, services, facilities, staff and
performance of a Care Quality Commission
(CQC) registered care home or homecare
provider. Your search results should tell you
whether a service can support you if you have
particular needs, such as a sensory impairment
or a learning disability.
If the service is not registered with the
CQC, you may have to ask them directly for
information about the services, and you may
want to get independent verification, if any is
available. Your local council may have a list of
local support providers, with information on
each.

Choosing care services

Standards and quality of care
Everyone has a right to expect certain
standards in their care. Your care services
should help keep you safe and well, but also
treat you with dignity and respect. You should
always be able to express a choice in your
care.
The standards for social care providers,
such as care homes, are set out by the CQC.
The CQC’s inspection reports will tell you
which services are meeting the minimum
requirements. If you do not think the service is
meeting these requirements, you may want to
make a complaint.
Good quality services, in whatever form they
take, will treat you as an individual and attend
to your personal needs. If you have homecare,
for instance, the care workers who come into
your home should listen to your wishes and
include you and your family in decisions and
care.

When choosing care, you might want to look
out for services that are signed up to the social
care commitment. Check how well your local
council social services are performing.
The price of your care
When choosing social care services, you will
have to consider how much the services may
cost. The cost of your care may reflect each of
the aspects listed above: location, quality and
the kinds of services offered.
If you have had an assessment from your local
council, you may get services for free. However,
many people have to pay for their own care
services (self-funders), and even people who
have care funded by the local council will need
to know about the costs of care if they are
using a personal budget or a direct payment.
More information
The Money Advice Service has more
information on choosing the right sort of care
services.
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Funding care
Care and support services in England have never been free. Most people have to pay
something towards their own care and some will have to pay for all of the costs.
Your local authority (council) may cover some
or all of the cost of care in some circumstances,
but its help is “means-tested”. This means that
who pays depends on what your needs are,
how much money you have, and what level and
type of care and support you require.
For most people needing social care services,
the first place to start is by asking your local
authority for an assessment of your social care
(care and support) needs.

NHS continuing healthcare
If the person you care for has very severe and
complex health needs, they may qualify for
NHS continuing healthcare. This is an ongoing
package of care that’s fully funded by the NHS.
In some areas of the country, you can arrange
your NHS Continuing Healthcare using a
personal health budget – similar to the personal
budgets for social care outlined above.

NHS-funded nursing care
If the local authority considers that you need
You should receive NHS-funded nursing care if:
support that it can provide, it may also carry
out an assessment of your finances. This
• you live in a care home registered to provide 		
assessment will determine whether the local
nursing care, and
authority will meet all the cost of your care, or
• you don’t qualify for NHS continuing 			
whether you will need to contribute towards your
healthcare but have been assessed as 		
care cost or whether you will have to meet the
needing care from a registered nurse
full costs yourself. Find out about
support paid for by your local
The NHS will make a payment
authority.
directly to the care home to fund
NHS care could be
care from registered nurses who
provided in hospital, but
Currently, local authorities won’t
are usually employed by the care
it could be in someone’s
provide care services if you have
home.
own home or elsewhere
more than £23,250 in savings
in the community.
and property (your “capital”).
NHS aftercare
However, from April 2020, this
People who were previously
threshold will rise alongside the
detained in hospital under certain
introduction of the cap on care costs, so more
sections of the Mental Health Act will have their
people will be eligible for help sooner.
aftercare services provided for free.
Alternatives to care funded by the local
Help from charities and funds
authority
There are other sources of funding you might
NHS care
be able to access to help you with funding
The NHS is responsible for funding certain
care. Some charities can help with funding
types of healthcare equipment you may need. In
care needs. For example, the Family Fund is a
some situations, the NHS is also responsible for
government-backed charity that can help with
meeting care needs. This is usually when your
grants if you care for a severely disabled child
need is mainly for healthcare rather than social
aged 17 or under. You can get an application
care
pack from the Family Fund website.
NHS care could be provided in hospital, but it
could be in someone’s own home or elsewhere
in the community.
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Get personal advice on care funding
The cost of care and support is likely to be a
long-term commitment and may be substantial,
particularly if you choose to go into a care
home, or if you have care needs at an early age.
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The cost of your care will vary depending on
its type, intensity, specialisation, location and
duration. For example, a place in a residential
care home will cost hundreds of pounds a
week.
To make decisions that have such major
financial implications, you may want to seek
independent financial advice and it’s always
worth researching the costs of alternatives
first. For example, if you are considering a
care home place, the cost should be weighed
against the cost of care and support that may
help you remain in your current home, such as
homecare.
How much will care cost?
If you are thinking about your future care needs
or are facing immediate decisions about care
options, it can be helpful to get an idea how
much care can cost.

If you or a member of the family need to pay for
care at home or in a care home, it’s important
to understand the alternatives. This makes
advice tailored to your individual needs vital.
You can get advice from:
• your local authority – through an assessment
of your care and support needs, as well as 		
advice on which services are available locally
• financial advice from a qualified, independent
source – there are independent financial 		
advisers who specialise in care funding 		
advice; they are regulated by the Financial 		
Conduct Authority and must stick to a 		
code of conduct and ethics, and take shared
responsibility for the suitability of any product
they recommend
Paying for your own care and support
Many people who use care and support
services will pay for all of the costs. This is
known as being a “self-funder”.

Inevitably, the price you would pay will depend
on your particular circumstances and needs.
The costs also vary depending on where you
live. Unfortunately, care homes and homecare
agencies tend not to provide this information
publicly but you may find it helpful to search for
and contact care services in your area to get
some idea of likely costs.
The ‘cap on care costs’
Currently, it is not easy to plan for your future
care needs, as it’s hard to estimate how
long you will need care for and how your
circumstances may change. From April 2020, a
“cap” on the costs of meeting your eligible care
needs (but not accommodation associated
with care or nursing costs) is being introduced.
The cap means that, once reached, the local
authority will take over paying the cost of their
eligible care needs.
The cap will not cover your daily living costs.
These costs include expenses such as rent,
food and utilities and the costs you would
face even if you did not have care needs. It
is important to note that daily living costs will
be a nationally set figure. This figure will be a
“notional” amount rather than the actual costs.
This is designed to support consistency and
enable people to plan.
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To benefit from the cap once it comes in, you
will need to contact your local authority to see if
your needs are eligible. If you are seen to have
eligible care needs, the local authority will open
a “care account” for you. This account records
your progress (the amount of costs you have
incurred) towards the cap. The cap does not
begin until April 2020 and any costs incurred
before this will not count towards the cap.
The BBC’s care calculator can estimate how
much you may have to pay for care services
depending on where you live in England, once
the new rules are in place. This will give you
an idea of how the cap will work for you, but
actual costs will vary to reflect your individual
circumstances and needs and how they
change over time.
For more information on how paying for care is
changing from 2020, read about the changes in
the Care Act.
Ask for help from your local authority
It’s worth checking whether you’re eligible for
means-tested support from your local authority
or other financial support – for example,
through a care needs assessment and a
financial assessment.
Few of us will have the income or ready access
to the cash to pay for our ongoing care needs,
and you may need to look at selling or remortgaging any property you may own.
The new Care Act 2014 means more people
may be able to benefit from “deferred
payments”.
Deferred payments can help people avoid
being forced to sell their home in a crisis in
order to pay for their care by having the council
temporarily cover the cost – usually until you
sell your property. Following the Care Act,
every local authority in England has to make
deferred payment agreements available.
As an alternative, you may be able to enter
an “equity release scheme” with a financial
organisation. Equity release can pay for the
fees from the value of property you own.
However, you should consider which of these
options best meets your needs, and what the
overall costs to you will be.
Before taking such significant financial steps
as equity release, you might want to get
independent financial advice.
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You can find information on equity release
for care at home from Which? Elderly Care
or the Money Advice Service’s equity release
information.
If you’re planning ahead, you may consider
arranging an investment or insurance plan to
fund your care. Again, it may be worth taking
independent advice on financial arrangements
before making major changes. Because of the
new rules, there are likely to be more financial
products emerging that are designed to help
people pay for care.
You may also want to explore whether the
NHS would meet some or all of your care and
support costs, or you may have entitlement to
benefits that may help you meet costs. Read
about other ways of funding care.
Advice on paying for care
Even if your local authority is not able to help
fund your care, it will be able to make an
assessment of your care and support needs.
From this, the local authority can provide you
with access to a range of information and
advice available locally.
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You can also get independent advice from:
• The Money Advice Service website: offers 		
information on paying for care or the option 		
to speak to an online adviser. You can call 		
the Money Advice Service on 0300 500 5000.
• The Society of Later Life Advisers: the society 		
can also help you find advice on how to 		
make financial plans for care in your old age.
• Find Me Good Care: a website of the Social 		
Care Institute for Excellence. It has advice on 		
all aspects of planning and funding social 		
care.
• Age Concern Birmingham: has great advice 		
for older people and those planning for their 		
later years.
• Birmingham Carers Hub an excellent resource
of advice for carers who need to help 			
someone else.
• Which? Elderly Care has a guide to financing 		
care.
Deferred payments if you are unable to pay
for care services
Care home fees are a big financial commitment,
and the decision to go into a care home is often
made at a moment of crisis or urgency, such as
when being discharged from hospital. This can
make finding the money to pay for fees (usually
several hundred pounds a week) challenging for
people funding their own care.
In particular, if you own property outright but
have little in the way of savings, you may be
expected to fund your own care but have little
immediately available money to pay for it. Some
people going to stay in a care home for a long
time find that they have no option but to sell their
property to pay the care home fees.
Your council may be able to help you if you
are at risk of having to sell your home. Where
there is a delay in selling the property, or you
don’t want to sell the property immediately, you
may be eligible to have your care fee payment
“deferred”. This is where the local authority
helps you to pay your care fees temporarily, and
you repay the costs to the local authority at a
later date.
If the local authority agrees to the deferred
payment and pays the care home fees, it will
take payment from the money raised once the
property is sold. This can be:
• during your lifetime if you choose to sell your 		
home

• once you die, the local authority can be repaid
from your estate
All councils must offer people the chance to
defer payment if they meet a set of eligibility
criteria.
A deferred payment scheme is only available if
you don’t have enough income to cover your
care home fees, and you have less in savings
than £23,250. In these circumstances, the
savings don’t include the value of your property,
but does include money in bank accounts. The
local authority will put a “legal charge” (similar
to a mortgage) on the property and will then
pay the remaining care fees in full. You will
then be assessed to see whether they are able
to pay a weekly charge to the authority. Your
ability to pay is based on your income less a set
“disposable income allowance” (currently £144
per week).
Before considering deferred payments, you
should look into whether the property will
or won’t be counted in how your capital is
calculated. For instance, it may be disregarded
because your partner still lives there, and if it
is a deferred payment agreement wouldn’t be
necessary.
It’s wise to get independent financial advice
before agreeing to a deferred payment, and it’s
worth bearing in mind that choosing deferred
payments can impact on some welfare benefits.
Protection for self-funders
While you may have the savings in place to
afford care services, if you lack the capacity to
make the arrangements, the local authority can
step in to help.
The local authority can also help people who
lack capacity by negotiating fees with a care
provider and paying them directly. The local
authority will need to be reimbursed.
Anyone entering into a contract for care services
should be given adequate information about the
fees. Care providers should supply:
• information about the fees charged for various
services provided
• arrangements for paying the fees
• the fees charged for any additional services
If your capital falls below the set levels for local
authority funding (currently £23,250), you will be
eligible for reassessment for help with funding
your care.
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Care and
support plans
If you are assessed by social services and are found to be eligible for
support, the next stage is to draw up a care and support plan, or in the case
of a carer with eligible needs, a support plan.
What is a care plan?
A care plan (sometimes called a care and
support plan, or support plan if you’re a carer)
sets out how your care and support needs will
be met.
You should be fully involved in the preparation
of your care plan, and you and anyone else
you request should also get a written copy. The
care plan must set out the needs identified by
the assessment whether, and to what extent,
the needs meet the eligibility criteria the needs
that the authority is going to meet, and how
it intends to do so for a person needing care,
for which of the desired outcomes care and
support could be relevant for a carer, the
outcomes the carer wishes to achieve, and
their wishes around providing care, work,
education and recreation where support could
be relevant the personal budget information
and advice on what can be done to reduce
the needs in question, and to prevent or delay
the development of needs in the future where
needs are being met via a direct payment, the
needs to be met via the direct payment and the
amount and frequency of the payments.
Your care plan should be individual to you,
and you should be allowed to have as much
involvement in the development of your plan as
you wish.
Care and support should help you to:
• live independently
• have as much control over your life as 		
possible
• participate in society on an equal level, with 		
access to employment and a family life
• have the best possible quality of life
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• keep as much dignity and respect as 			
possible It’s worth remembering that if there 		
are different options that would meet your 		
assessed needs equally well, the local 		
authority can choose what it believes are the
most cost-effective options.
Reviews of your care plan
Your care plan should be reviewed by social
services within the first three months, and then
at least annually. The review looks at whether
the outcomes identified in the care plan are
being met. It should also review these goals
to make sure they’re still appropriate (and for
instance, that your care and support needs
haven’t changed), and check that any risk
assessments are up to date. If, after the review,
it is clear that things have changed that affect
the detail within the care plan, then the local
authority will conduct a revision of the plan.
This may also involve a needs assessment and
financial assessment.
If it’s decided that you no longer qualify for
local authority support, you should receive
written reasons for this, with information about
other help available, including funding your
own care.
Challenging your care plan
If you’re not happy with a care plan, the
services provided, or the way an assessment
was carried out, you will need to use the
local authority’s complaints process. It can
sometimes be helpful to get support when
you’re making a complaint. Sources of help
can include an advocacy organisation.
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Care services in
your home
If you need help around the home, a good option is to have a care worker come in to your
home to help you.
Types of homecare
Homecare comes in many forms and has many
names used to describe it, including home
help, care attendants and “carers” (not to be
confused with unpaid family or friends who
care for you).
Homecare can suit you if you need:
• personal care, such as washing or dressing
• housekeeping or domestic work, such as 		
vacuuming
• cooking or preparing meals
• nursing and health care
• companionship

Homecare can be very flexible, in order to meet
your needs, and the same person or agency
may be able to provide some or all of these
options for the duration of your care:
• long-term 24-hour care
• short breaks for an unpaid family carer
• emergency care
• day care - Age Concern Birmingham offer a 		
free trial for their day care
• sessions ranging from 15-minute visits to 24-		
hour assistance and everything in between
If you already know what you want, you can
search NHS Choices directories for:
• local homecare services and agencies

SPECIALIST IN ALL FIELDS OF BUILDING WORK
Independent Living for the Elderly and Disabled
Improve your Quality of Life with our Disability Equipment including:-

• Level Access Shower Trays & Wet Rooms • Walk-in Showers & Walk-in Baths
• Grab Rails, Stair Rails, Mild Steel Handrail • Purpose-made Ramps / Roll-a-Ramps
• Stair Lifts, Hoists, Lever Taps, Bath Hoists, Etc. • Electrical Works, Plumbing & Heating Works
• Painting & Decorating, Double Glazing Doors & Windows • Social Services Approved
• Over 20 Years Experience • Professional, Reliable Service • Installed by Skilled Craftsmen
• FREE Home Visit & Quotation

Tel: 0121 373 3439

www.euroshowersmidlandsltd.co.uk • E-mail: euroshowersmidlandsltd@btopenworld.com
75 Elm Road, Walmley, Sutton Coldfield. B76 2PQ
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• Birmingham Connect to Support as a search
tool for services in Birmingham
• a list of national homecare organisations
• services that can help you stay safe and 		
well in your home on a long-term basis; 		
these services, often known as “supported 		
living services”, can include financial, help 		
with medication, advocacy, social and 		
practical support
• a place to live in a family who will care for 		
you, known as “shared lives services” or 		
adult placement services
If you believe that you might benefit from some
help at home, the first thing to do is to contact
your social services department to ask for an
assessment of your care and support needs.
To contact social services, go to GOV.UK: find
your local authority.
If you are eligible for homecare services, the
local authority may provide or arrange the help
themselves. Alternatively, you can arrange
your own care, funded by the local authority,
through direct payments or a personal budget.
If you have chosen direct payments or a
personal budget, or you aren’t eligible for local
authority help and want to get care privately,
you can arrange it in several different ways.
Independent homecare agencies
If you use an independent homecare agency,
you or the person you’re looking after has to
find the care agency and pay them.
The agency will provide a service through a
trained team of care workers, which means you
may not always have the same person visiting
your home, although the agency will do its best
to take your choices into account. Independent
homecare providers are regulated by the
Care Quality Commission (CQC). Homecare
agencies must meet CQC’s national minimum
standards and regulations in areas such as
training and record-keeping. The CQC has
the power to inspect agencies and enforce
standards.
Homecare agencies must vet homecare
workers before engaging them by taking up
references and carrying out Disclosure and
Barring Service (DBS) checks on potential
employees. Homecare agencies can also:
• take over the burden of being an employer
– for example, payroll, training, disciplinary 		
issues and insurance
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• train their homecare workers through 			
national qualifications and service-specific 		
training
• replace workers when they are ill, on holiday
or resign
• put things right when they go wrong
An agency will want to see you and the
person you’re looking after so that they can
assess your needs. This also means that a
joint decision can be made about the most
appropriate type of care and support.
You can find out more from the UK Homecare
Association.
What are the disadvantages of using a
homecare agency?
The main disadvantage is the cost of using an
agency. The agency will charge a fee on top of
the payment made to the care worker to cover
their running costs and profit. You normally
have to make a regular payment to the agency,
which includes both the worker’s earnings and
the agency’s fee.
Questions to ask when using a homecare
agency
The fees some agencies charge can be quite
high. Before deciding to go ahead with an
agency, you should ask questions about the
fee and what it covers, including:
• Does the agency check references?
• What training and supervision do they 		
provide?
• What is their complaints policy?
• Who will be responsible for insurance?
• Is there any out-of-hours or emergency 		
contact if needed?
• Will they be able to provide staff if your 		
own care worker is ill or away? (If an agency 		
contracts to provide care every day, it must 		
ensure that it does.)
Hiring a personal assistant (P.A.)
You can hire a “personal assistant” to act
as a homecare worker for you. Personal
assistants can offer you all that you’ll get
from an agency worker, but you’ll also get the
continuity, familiarity and ongoing relationship
with your assistant. However, if you employ a
personal assistant, you will then have the legal
responsibility of an employer. This will include
arranging cover for their illness and holidays.
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GOV.UK has more information on becoming an
employer, while Which? Elderly Care also has
advice on employing private individuals.
Homecare from charities
Charities such as Age Concern Birmingham
and Birmingham Carers Hub can provide home
help and domestic assistance services. The
Carers Trust supports carers by giving them a
break from their caring responsibilities through
homecare services.
Marie Curie Nurses can provide practical and
emotional support for people near the end of
their lives in their own homes.
Safeguarding vulnerable groups
The DBS provides information to inform a
decision about who is unsuitable to work or
volunteer with adults or children. It makes this
decision based on information held by various
agencies and government departments. The
service decides who is unsuitable to work or
volunteer with vulnerable adults or children.
If someone who is barred from working with
children or vulnerable adults is working,
volunteering or trying to work or volunteer with
these groups, they are breaking the law. They
could face a fine and up to five years in prison.
Employers must apply for an enhanced DBS
check (formerly known as a CRB check) when
taking on new employees or volunteers to work
with vulnerable adults or children.
This includes a check of the barred lists. If an
organisation fails to make the relevant checks,
they can be penalised.
If an organisation dismisses an employee or
volunteer for harming a child or vulnerable
adult, they must tell the DBS. The DBS must
also be notified if any employee or volunteer
harms a child or vulnerable adult, but isn’t
dismissed because they leave voluntarily. If
their organisation does not tell DBS, they will
be acting illegally. Questions can be answered
by the DBS call centre on 0870 909 0811.
Employing a care worker on a private basis
If you employ a care worker privately, you will
not be obliged to use the DBS scheme, but
you can use it if you choose to. You need to
ask social services or the police to make the
checks on your behalf. The care worker must
have already applied to be vetted, and must
consent to the check.
If you have concerns about the suitability of

someone you employ privately to work with a
vulnerable adult or child, you can ask social
services to investigate the matter. They can
refer the worker to the ISA on your behalf.
Manual handling
If you need help to move, or you need
someone to lift you (such as getting out of
bed or getting on to the toilet), this can put the
person doing the lifting at risk of injury.
This “manual handling” can result in back pain
and in the most serious cases, permanent
disability if not done correctly.
The law says that employers must take
reasonable precautions to ensure their
employees don’t do any manual handling
that carries a risk of them being injured. This
applies to you if you directly employ a personal
assistant to care for you (but most likely will not
if you hire someone through an agency). It is
particularly important to consider insurance in
this situation. This would cover any risk of the
care worker injuring themselves, as well as any
risk of them causing an injury.
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Care homes
If you’re looking for a residential care home, there’s a huge variety of options available. There
are permanent care homes for older people, homes for younger adults with disabilities, and
homes for children. Care homes may be privately owned or run by charities or councils. Some
will be small care homes based in home-like domestic dwellings, while others will be based in
large communal centres.
One of the first options you have to consider when choosing residential care is whether you
need the care home to provide nursing care, or just standard personal care.
Consider other options for care first
Going into a care home is a major commitment
for your future – it involves changing where
you live and potentially committing to paying a
considerable amount of money for your ongoing
accommodation and care needs.
Before you opt for a move to a care home, you
should think about other less disruptive – and
potentially less costly – options, including:
• home care
• help to live independently at home
You should also consider whether you really
need the amount of care on offer at a care
home, and look at alternatives such as "extra
care" housing schemes or warden-controlled
sheltered accommodation. These options offer
independence with an increased level of care
and support.
Personal care or nursing care?
Care homes for older people may provide
personal care or nursing care. A care home
registered to provide personal care will offer
support, ensuring basic personal needs are
taken care of. A care home providing personal
care only can assist you with meals, bathing,
going to the toilet and taking medication, if you
need this sort of help. Find care homes without
nursing.
Some residents may need nursing care, and
some care homes are registered to provide this.
These are often referred to as nursing homes.
For example, a care home might specialise in
certain types of disability or conditions such as
dementia. Find care homes with nursing.
Choice of care home
The law says that where the local authority is
funding accommodation, it must allow a person
entering residential care to choose which care
home they would prefer, within reason. Social
services must first agree the home is suitable for
your needs and it would not cost more than you
would normally pay for a home that would meet
those needs.
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Local authority help with the cost of residential
care is means-tested. You are free to make your
own arrangements if you can afford the longterm cost. However, it is worth asking the local
authority for a financial assessment, because it
might pay some or all of your care costs.
In the financial assessment, the local authority
can only take into account income and assets
you own. The local authority cannot ask
members of your family to pay for the basic cost
of your care. Read more about local authority
funding for care and funding your own care.
If you choose a care home that costs more than
the local authority usually expects to pay for a
person with your needs, you may still be able
to live in the care home if a relative or friend is
willing and able to pay the difference between
what the local authority pays and the amount the
care home charges – this is known as a "top-up"
fee.
However, if their situation changes and they
are no longer able to pay the top-up, the local
authority may have no obligation to continue to
fund the more expensive care home place and
you may have to move out. It is worth thinking
about this potentially difficult situation when
deciding on care home options.
Do not cancel your tenancy or sell your home
until the final decision has been made by the
local authority. The value of your home must not
be included in the local authority's means-testing
until 12 weeks after you've confirmed that the
care home placement will be permanent.
The Care Act 2014 is changing how people are
able to pay for their own care, introducing the
right for you to ask for the local authority to pay
for the cost of your care while you try to sell your
home. This is known as a "deferred payment
scheme".
Choosing a care home if you're funding your
own care
If you are funding your own care, you have a
great deal of options, and you will need to do a
lot of research on which care home provides the
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best options for you in terms of its cost, location,
services, and a host of other potential factors.
Read on for tips on choosing your care home.
Choosing a care home if you're having care
provided by the local authority
After a needs assessment from social services,
you will be provided with a care plan, which
should make clear whether you need residential
care and what other options, if any, might be
available and most appropriate based on your
needs.
Even if you're unlikely to be eligible for financial
help with residential care home fees, it could still
be worth involving social services. The needs
assessment, and information they provide, are
likely to be very helpful in making decisions
about care.
Tips on choosing a care home
• Check the most recent inspection report 		
to see how well the care home is doing and 		
if there is anything of concern. You can get 		
inspection reports by searching for the care 		
home on the Care Quality Commission 		
website

• Consider the location of a care home. Is the 		
care home near family and friends? Are there 		
shops, leisure or educational facilities in the 		
area? Is the area noisy?
• Is the care home focused on the residents' 		
individual needs, or do they insist that 			
residents adapt to their routine?
• What arrangements are there for visitors? 		
Can residents come and go as they 			
please, as far as it is safe to do so? Are staff 		
able to help residents to go out? Are outings 		
arranged?
• What involvement would you have in the 		
care home? How would you communicate 		
with staff? Are there any support groups or 		
regular meetings?
• If safety and security are issues, what 			
arrangements or supervision can the care 		
home provide?
• Will the care home meet your specific 			
religious, ethnic, cultural or social needs?
• Will the correct diet be provided?
• Will the right language be spoken?
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• Will there be opportunities to participate in 		
religious activities?
• Do they allow pets?
• When you are choosing accommodation it 		
may be a lifelong decision, so you may 		
want to think about planning for end of 		
life care at the same time.
• You might also want to check what people 		
who have used the care home say about 		
it from online feedback and review services, 		
such as those put together on NHS Choices 		
Website.
• Ask for a temporary stay in the care home 		
before you decide. Temporary stays in 			
care homes can also be arranged in certain 		
circumstances, such as after a stay in hospital.
A good care home will:
• offer new residents and their families or 		
carers a guide (in a variety of accessible 		
formats) describing what they can expect 		
while they're living there
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• have staff who have worked there for a long 		
time, know the residents well, and are 			
friendly, supportive and respectful
• employ well-trained staff, particularly where 		
specialist care such as dementia nursing is 		
required
• involve residents, carers and their families in 		
decision-making
• support residents in doing things for 			
themselves and maximising their 			
independence
• offer a choice of tasty and nutritious food, 		
and provide a variety of leisure and social 		
activities taking residents' needs into account
• be a clean, bright and hygienic environment 		
that's adapted appropriately for residents, 		
with single bedrooms available
• respect residents' privacy, modesty, dignity 		
and choices
• be accredited under the Gold Standards 		
Framework for end of life care
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An unsatisfactory care home might:
• have a code of practice, but not adhere to it
• fail to take into account residents' needs and 		
wishes, with most decisions made by staff
• let residents' care plans become out of date, 		
or fail to reflect their needs accurately
• have staff who enter residents' rooms without 		
knocking, and talk about residents within 		
earshot of other people
• deny residents their independence – for 		
example, by not allowing someone to feed 		
themselves because it "takes too long"
• have staff who don't make an effort to interact 		
with residents and leave them sitting in front 		
of the TV all day
• be in a poorly maintained building, with 		
rooms that all look the same and have little 		
choice in furnishings
• need cleaning, with shared bathrooms that 		
aren't cleaned regularly
If you move into a care home
When you go into a care home, make sure the
management and staff of the home know about
your condition, disability and other needs. They
may have some of this information already – for
example, if the local authority has set up the
placement after a care needs assessment.
Moving home can be unsettling at the best of
times, so when you move into a care home, it's
good to have it planned in advance and have
family or friends around you when you move to
make you feel more comfortable.
You should also:
• contact the benefits office, if you have one 		
(including disability benefits, as these can be 		
affected by care home stays)
• make sure other services at your previous 		
address have been notified
• let friends and family know your know 			
contact details and when you might feel up to
receiving visitors
Rights of care home residents
The Care Quality Commission (CQC) is the
regulator of health and adult social care in
England, whether it's provided by the NHS,
local authorities, private companies or voluntary
organisations. Under existing rules, independent
healthcare and adult social services must be
registered with the CQC. NHS providers, such
as hospitals and ambulance services, must also
be registered.

The registration of organisations reassures
the public when they receive a care service or
treatment. It also enables the CQC to check
that organisations are continuing to meet CQC
standards. Standards for care homes are
outlined on the CQC website. These standards
are underpinned by regulations governing the
quality and safety of services.
The regulations are enforceable by law – the
CQC can enforce fines, public warnings, or
even suspend or close a service if they believe
people's basic rights or safety are at risk.
Care home closures
Care homes will sometimes close. This can
be because the owner decides not to carry
on providing the service in that location (for
instance, if they retire), or because the home
has been sold or failed to meet legal standards.
Proposals to close a care home can obviously
cause great distress. If the care home is
operated by the local authority, it has to follow a
consultation process with residents and families.
It may be best to get specialist legal advice
in this situation. You can find an appropriate
solicitor through the Law Society.

A New Outlook to Supported Housing
Self-contained, safe accommodation
with on-site support to rent in
Erdington and Harborne for people
55+ with Sight Loss

Thoughtfully designed for people with
Sight Loss, all apartments include:
• Newly ﬁtted kitchens and shower rooms
• Spacious living room and double bedroom
• Electric heating and double glazing
• 24 hour emergency call system

Other on-site facilities and services include:
• Housing and support staff on-site
• Wellbeing support and social events
• Technology and aids to support independence
• Large communal lounge and dining area
• Lift, laundry and door entry system
• Well maintained accessible gardens

Find out

more

0121 602 6511
services@newoutlook.org.uk • www.newoutlook.org.uk
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